
Abandonment of Securities Without 

Stock Affairs 

As of April 1, 2013, TDCC provides the securities abandonment 

service for securities without stock affairs units. Investors can 

apply for a transfer with the participant using a post office's legal 

attest letter, application form, and relevant documents. The 

participant then submits the information from the investor to 

TDCC for review. After the review is passed, the securities will be 

allocated into the "balance handling account of the delisted 

securities from issuing institution." The aforementioned 

documents shall be kept by TDCC, and the issuer will be notified 

once the responsible stock affairs unit is clarified. 

To provide investors with a more convenient application process, 

TDCC simplifies the securities abandonment service for 

securities without stock affairs units, starting from June 24, 2024. 

The participant for this service no longer need to send the 

applications to TDCC. Upon completion of accurate client 



documentation by the participant, they may proceed with the 

transfer of abandoned securities. 

References 

In accordance with the section describing how shareholders 

abandon shares recorded on January 7, 2013, Letter No. Shang-

Tze-10102446370 of the Ministry of Economic Affairs: 

It is a unilateral act for shareholders to abandon the shares they 

hold, requiring no counterparty's consent. However, as the 

abandonment of shares involves changes in the register of 

shareholders, the Company must be notified. In accordance with 

Article 95 of the Civil Code, an expression of intent inter absents 

becomes effective at the moment when the notification of the 

expression reaches such other party. When the investor's 

expression of intent to abandon the shares reaches the issuer's 

registered address, the intent of abandoning the shares has 

become effective, and it has nothing to do with whether there is 

any recipient in the company or whether the letter is returned. 



TDCC's letter on June 27, 2012, Shang-Tze-No. 10100597360 

was supplemented. 

In addition, to facilitate shareholders abandoning shares, the 

shareholders may use the post office's legal attest letter to notify 

the issuer of the abandonment of shares to handle the 

abandonment of the shares in the depository account. 


